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Season 2020 - Issue 3: Oulton Park, 18th July

STORMING
BACK
Racing returns
at wet Oulton
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INTRODUCTION
It was great to be racing at last when the 2020 season finally got underway at Oulton
Park on 18th July.
We had a fantastic entry with 25 cars taking part in qualifying. There was a most
encouraging mix of newcomers and returning drivers on the timesheets. The Class
for Mk6 Fiesta STs continues to gather momentum with 14 runners in that category.
One aspect of the meeting which wasn’t so good was the weather as rain fell on this
part of Cheshire throughout much of the day making conditions out on track
difficult and requiring tough decisions to be made with regards to suspension
settings before each session.
Social distancing meant the paddock was quieter than usual due to it being closed to
spectators although there were plenty of them dotted around the rest of the circuit.
It was good to see so many cars carrying tributes to Ken Mellor, our Assistant
Championship Co-ordinator, who passed away in the Spring.
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Qualifying
SPRAY AWAY

front-wheel-drive car, it was one he knew
well.
Next up after Beckett on the timesheets was
his team mate at Tensport Performance,
Chris Grimes, who didn’t have the best
preparation for qualifying as the regulation
engine map had only been installed on his
car just before the session was about to
begin. Therefore he was the last to reach the
Assembly Area with the resulting traffic –
and, given the conditions, spray – ahead of
him.
In sixth, Chris Rowlands was delighted with
the pace of the ST that he had built over the
Winter while lining up on the fourth row for
race 1 would be Justin Roberts and Greg
Speight. The latter had rebuilt his car over

the Winter after his crash in the last round
of 2019. He took things easy during the
early stages so that his tyres were nicely
warmed up when he pressed on to set a
time however on each of his flying laps he
locked up on the exceedingly slippery track
and had to take to the escape road at
Hislops. Therefore he was much further
down the order than he expected to be.
The first time he had taken the wheel of his
ST, Lee Bowron qualified ninth much to his
delight. Chris Jones was less happy to be
tenth even though he was the fastest Escort
XR3i – steamed up windows obscuring his
vision had prevented him from showing
more speed on his return to the series.

This was the first meeting for Lee Bowron’s ST and he was delighted to qualify ninth

Mark Robinson kicks up the spray on his way to pole position
It was an all-black pair of Fiesta ST’s at the
top of the first set of qualifying results of
2020 as Mark Robinson took pole ahead of
Will Heslop. Both these former champions
were making their Class D debuts.
With such a big entry there was bound to be
lots of traffic – and so it proved. Robinson’s
best lap came right at the end of the session
and he still had to pass 3 cars, although these
were all dispatched before Island Bend was
reached. This time was 2.3 seconds quicker
than his next best underlining how busy the
track had been.
Heslop was 0.79 secs away from Robinson
but was happy nonetheless as it was only the
second time he had driven the car and his
first time in the wet.
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In his green Class A XR2, Steve Poole came
very close to preventing the ST front row lock
out – he was only 0.46 secs away from
Heslop’s best time.
One driver who didn’t report too many issues
with traffic was Sam Beckett who found a few
clear laps on his way to being fourth fastest
on his debut in the ST-XR Challenge having
competed last year in the Resto-Racing
Boxster series against Will Heslop. He has
strong links with our series as his step-dad,
Steve Rowles, used to race with us.
Beckett had planned to join one of the XR2
classes but the person who purchased his
old ST road car prepared it to compete in the
Challenge and so he bought it back again
when it came up for sale. So, although this
was the first time he had competed in a
www.st-xrchallenge.com
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Qualifying Statistics

Statistics provided by www.tsl-timing.com
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Race 1
In his first race in the series since 2017,
Mark Robinson came back with a win

RETURN OF THE CHAMP’
In memory of Ken Mellor, the front row of the
first grid of the season was left empty.

From the outside of what was now the second
row, Will Heslop beat Mark Robinson to the
first corner. As the rain from the morning had
eased considerably, the drier set up on
Heslop’s ST was working better than the more
conservative choice Robinson had on his
similar Fiesta and the reigning champion
pulled out a 4 second advantage.
However, after a few laps the rain returned.
Nonetheless, Heslop was able to maintain his
advantage until lap 6 when, struggling for
grip, he locked up under braking for
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Cascades and took a trip across the grass. By
the time Heslop had recovered, Robinson was
through into the lead.

With a car more suited to the wet conditions,
Robinson pulled away to win by 7 seconds.
Heslop was still a happy driver having
discovered what his new car was capable of.
He was far from disappointed to be runnerup as “…it was always going to be a learning
weekend,” he later reflected.
Behind the two black ST's, Sam Beckett was
slow off the line which meant Chris Rowlands
and Steve Poole blasted by either side of him
while Greg Speight, who started further back
www.st-xrchallenge.com

than his pace merited, drew alongside as the
field approached Old Hall. At the first corner,
Poole was squeezed and clipped the inside
kerb which caused the rear of his car to
bounce sideways before he speared off on to
the grass from where he re-joined someway
down the order.

Down at Cascades, Speight claimed fourth
from Beckett and set his sights on Rowlands.
By this time, Heslop and Robinson had
already pulled out 10 car lengths as they
charged down Lakeside.
Rowlands carried a little too much speed
through Brittens and cut over the green stuff
www.st-xrchallenge.com

instead of taking the final apex. This allowed
Speight to carry more speed over Hill Top to
move up into third – he had gone from a
starting position of eighth to a podium place
in half a lap!

Chris Grimes had been slightly delayed when
Poole had his brown trouser moment at the
first corner but by the time he got to Hislop's
he was flying along, taking Beckett on the
entry to the complex and Rowlands on the
exit to annex fourth.
May be Grimes was pushing a little too hard
as he then went and had a huge tank slapper
at Druids... Somehow he reacted quickly
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enough to keep it on the black stuff before
repeating the escapade, in a slightly less
extreme fashion, at Lodge. Chris explained
that the cause of his sideways moments was
"...just down to cold tyres, a moist circuit and
an excited driver!"

the circuit very slippery in the opening laps of
this race, possibly due to the anti-freeze that
was leaking from Lee Bowron’s split radiator
hose. His car was also unstable through
Cascades which meant he was more than
happy to finish ninth, safe and sound.

Rowlands was struggling on with a set up that
was optimised for drier conditions and on lap
2 he lost fifth to Beckett who made a clean and
incisive pass at Cascades.

One of those who struggled to find a clear lap
in qualifying was Alec Townley who felt he
could have done better than eleventh without
the traffic. In this contest, he found the
conditions tough but his pace improved when
the rain arrived and he passed Jason Hennefer
down Lakeside Straight having got a good run
out of Cascades to move into the final place in
the Top Ten.

As the race unfolded, the returning rain made
life difficult for everyone but it also brought
more oversteer fun for Grimes, especially at
Brittens. He couldn't quite get on terms with
Speight to challenge for third but maintained a
comfortable margin over Beckett in fifth.
Behind Beckett, Justin Roberts passed
Rowlands on lap 3 to come home in sixth.
These two remained in close contact for the
remainder of the 15 minute contest and were
joined by Lee Bowron until he retired in the
pits with an overheating engine due to a split
radiator hose.
After qualifying Chris Jones dried out and
demisted his car. Like Heslop, for this race he
gambled on set up that erred towards dry but
not completely so the track suited him in the
early stages and he enjoyed himself
challenging the ST’s of Roberts, Rowlands and
Bowron until it began raining and the Class B
winner slipped back a little. In the closing
stages, he was overtaken by Steve Poole who
was recovering from his first corner spin.
However, things went from bad to worse for
Poole as a 10 second penalty was added to his
race time for an out of position start which
dropped him from eighth to thirteenth.

Behind Townley at the chequered flag was
another newcomer to the series – Paul
McHugh, who was an entrant in Class D. He
has raced in the Civic Cup for a couple of years
but was attracted to the ST-XR Challenge
because his family help to run Will Heslop’s car
in the championship. He overtook Hennefer
into Hislops on the last lap to claim eleventh.
Someone who was enjoying the conditions was

our fourteenth placed finisher, Ron Loffstadt.
He always goes well in the wet possibly due to
his smooth driving style.
Lewis Bowron finished the opening lap in
plum last but ended the race just 0.061 secs
behind Loffstadt. Like his father Lee, this was
Lewis’ first event in an ST and on the last lap
he got ahead of Matthew Spencer who is no
fan of driving in the wet.
After a spin at Old Hall to “entertain those
watching on the live-stream at home”, Paul
Green was classified 18th, one place behind
Matthew Morton. Like many, Green found the
conditions very difficult.
On his return to the series after business
commitments prevented him from racing,
Steve Clapton (otherwise known as Robert by
TSL) rounded out the Top 20 a whisker behind
John Spencer.
Our final finisher was Darren Watson who
unfortunately failed to record a lap in
qualifying due to a fuel issue. He had been
working his way up the order but suffered a
set back when he spun at Cascades and it

took him a while to restart the engine.
Aside from Lee Bowron, a couple of other cars
failed to finish. These were driven by Paul
Brettell and Adam Bissell. Never having driven
his car in the wet before, Brettell had struggled
to come to terms with how much the ST needs
to be thrown around in slippery conditions
therefore he qualified twentieth having
regularly featured in the Top 10 last season.
Come this race, he decided to “go for it” and
was already up to twelfth the first time the field
blasted down Lakeside. He then had a good
battle with McHugh during which he took one
of the chicanes too fast and his front wheels
became airbourne, buzzing the power unit. The
engine management warning light came on but
he was having far too much fun and pressed
on. This proved to be a costly decision as he
blew his motor exiting Knickerbrook on the
penultimate lap. A new engine will need to
before Brettell can join the series again.
Meanwhile, in the case of Bissell, his retirement
was caused by a split brake pipe.
Michael Rudge did not start the race.
The wet conditions caused Chris Grimes
to have a few sideways moments

Tony Mumford came to Cheshire with high
hopes. It was his first meeting with the ST that
Chris Rowlands raced last year and he enjoys
driving in the wet however he was a little too
cautions during qualifying and his best lap
was only good enough for twelfth. He found
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Race 1 Statistics

Statistics provided by www.tsl-timing.com
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HAPPY
HESLOP

Race 2

Will Heslop was happy after he heid
off Mark Robinson to win race 2
This was a tense affair! In a repeat of earlier
in the day, Will Heslop took the lead at the
start but this time around, in drier conditions,
he could not get away from Mark Robinson –
once again this pair of STs had the legs on
everyone else.
At the end of the first lap, the gap between
the leaders was 1.8 secs and during the rest
of the contest it gradually came down.
However, a very happy Heslop held on to take
the win although Robinson believed he had
much greater pace in the closing stages and
would have got ahead if the contest had been
just a little longer.
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There was a little scare for Heslop when he
was issued with a 10 second penalty for an
out of position start but this was later
rescinded.
Worryingly
for
the
other
competitors, Heslop believes he could
improve the car before the series heads to
Cadwell Park.
Right at the start, the two leaders were nearly
split as Greg was epic with his getaway and
almost passed Robinson around the outside
at Old Hall. Instead the Class A man slotted
into third ahead of Chris Grimes.
As this quartet headed to the first corner
behind them Justin Roberts, Sam Beckett and
www.st-xrchallenge.com

Chris Rowlands were 3 abreast. Roberts got a
lovely run around the outside to take fifth
with Beckett slotting in behind him. Rowlands
however got squeezed on the inside and was
forced to lift which cost him speed down The
Avenue enabling Tony Mumford to pass him
at Cascades... but Rowlands got superb drive
down Lakeside and repassed Mumford at
Island.
As Mumford recovered speed after the pass,
cars jostled for position behind him and Chris
Jones was edged out on to grass heading
towards Shell. As a result he approached the
banked hairpin sideways! Paul McHugh sped
www.st-xrchallenge.com

by as the incident unfolded and there was
light contact with Jones' car but fortunately a
T bone was just avoided.
Lap 2 and the engine in the fourth placed ST
of Grimes cut out exiting Cascades. By the
time it restarted, he was well down the order.
This left Roberts to pursue third placed
Speight but he was more concerned about
Beckett who was filling his mirrors for much
of the contest until he took fourth with a
text-book pass up the inside at Old Hall at
the start of the final circuit.
From twenty-second on the grid after his
water leak in race 1, Lee Bowron’s first lap
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must have been like something from an arcade
game because at the end of it he was up to
tenth! …and then a couple of laps later
Bowron was in sixth but by that point, the gap
to the Beckett/Roberts battle was too great to
bridge. Nonetheless, it was a hugely
impressive performance and one that Lee
thoroughly enjoyed.
Following their opening lap place-swapping,
Mumford remained on Rowlands’ bumper until
lap 4 when his power steering failed causing
him to take an unexpected trip across the
kerbs at Brittens and costing a few seconds.
Had the tiller remained heavy, Mumford would
have found life much easier however it kept
going light meaning he never knew how much
effort he had to put into the steering wheel.
The rear of his car was also hopping under
braking however he got to grips with these
difficulties to bring down the 3 second gap to
Rowlands to finish just over half a second
behind him. Such have been the mechanical
problems Mumford has had in recent seasons
that this was the first time he had finished
both elements of a Double Header meeting for
a few years.

Warwick Bridge.
Jones despatched Adam Bissell on the next
lap at Shell and soon caught the battling Ron
Loffstadt and Lewis Bowron. The latter was all
over the back of Loffstadt who had fitted
brand new front tyres and set his ST up for
wet conditions thus he was disappointed that
the track had dried out by the time the race
got underway. Bowron ultimately made a
move stick heading towards Lodge - where
Jones followed him through.
Bowron had a fair old turn of speed and was
able to pull away from Jones. He reeled in
Matt Spencer, who was enjoying the drier
conditions, and looked certain to pass until

he made a little mistake exiting Shell which
resulted in a trip across the grass that cost
him a few places.

his problems earlier in the day. He had made a
few tweaks in the paddock that made his car
feel good.

Jones motored home in thirteenth with his
namesake Chris Grimes holding station
behind him. The engine on Grimes’ ST had
continued to cut out and he had a nightmare
image
of
the
problem
re-occurring
immediately after he had just passed Jones
so he decided to put safety first and remain
where he was.

Steve Clapton was another who had made
adjustments before the final race of the day –
mostly to his engine and he took the flag 5
seconds behind Watson.

After his trip across the green stuff, Lewis
Bowron recovered to take fifteenth ahead of
Ron Loffstadt. Next up was Darren Watson
who had worked his way up the order after

Paul Green and Matthew Morton rounded out
the Top 20 while Adam Bissell, Michael Rudge
and John Spencer were our final finishers.
All the cars that left the grid completed the
race however Steve Poole failed to come under
starter’s orders as he pulled off at Hill Top on
the green flag lap.
Having missed Race 1, Michael Rudge got out
for this encounter - seen here minus a front wing

Conditions were drier than Alec Townley
expected and so he didn’t have the set up to
keep pace with Rowlands and Mumford but he
was able to hold off Jason Hennefer to keep
himself in ninth – he hopes to get closer to the
front of the field at Cadwell Park.
Following his close encounter with Chris Jones
at the start, Paul McHugh lost a few places –
along with some trim! – but regained his pace
to pass Hennefer and claim the final place in
the Top 10. Hennefer had the consolation of
taking Class B honours.
Chris Jones recovered from his hairy moment
exiting Island and re-joined in seventeenth
behind Paul Green and Adam Bissell who
swapped places going into Hislops. Green lost
another place to Jones going under the
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Race 2 Statistics

Statistics provided by www.tsl-timing.com
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This report was produced by
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Visit www.bournephotographic.co.uk for loads of images from past seasons of
the Hyperdrive ST-XR Challenge
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